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Process…

- **Construct** ways to maintain the CDM after 2013 with the review
- **Prioritize the Policy Dialogue** wherever possible its ideas and suggestions should be taken seriously and with high priority
- **Create a path** for a role for the CDM to continue under a new agreement pre 2020 and post 2020.
Purpose

- **Seek help:** Done!

- **Assess the patient:** The M&P review should take a look at all the good and bad

- **Diagnosis:** Establish tangible criteria to determine how to improve

- **Begin treatment:** The CDM going forward should exit its review with support from improved demand in the market
Scope

- Demand
- CDM Reserve Facility
- Leveraging finance
- Significant deficiencies
- Accreditation cycles
- LoA withdrawals
- Appeals mechanism
- Crediting period length
- Removal of SoP to EB
Let’s hurry up!